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4 WORTHY CAUS
The Society hopes to continue to publish
Ken Aoberts has long been assembling a
four issues of THE BULLETIN each year. Our
collection of planes relating to Hermo
n Chafall issue cost $137.81 including posta
pin and the firms which succeeded him. His
ge and
envelopes; projecting this figure over four
ultimate purpose in collecting these plane
s
issues suggests that our annual publication
is to make a gift ot them to the Conne
cticu
t
expense will approximate $550. Our membership
Historical Society in Hartford, an organ
izanow stands at slightly more than 100 membe
tion which houses a great deal of docum
rs,
entary
so it is obvious that the 1976 dues of $3,00
material relating to Chapin and other pione
ers
will not permit the kind of publication progr
am of Connecticut industry.
we plan ar allow improvement in our printing
process and the general appearance of THE
Chapin began business about 1826, creatBulling an enterprise that was to last for
ETIN. We have therefore, regretfully, raise
-;.lore
d
than one hundred years. During this period
the dues for 1977 to $5.00. Even though this
there were mergers, re-organizations and
will not produce our projected costs, we beremovals but the thread first spun by Kermo
lieve sufficient new members will be enlisted
n
Chapin remained unbroken until 1929.
during the year to make up the deficit. Dues
for 1977 become payable in January.
Ken hopes to acauire, as nearly as possi
Robert D. Graham, President.
ble, samples of every plane type offer
ed by
A PLANEMAKER'S MACHINE TOOL
Chanin under his label, H.Cha
pintftion Amt4try.
William N. Streeter
Pe has .already acquired 300 Chapi
n plane varieties but he estimates there are at
We are seeking information on
least
a curious
450. Those B-AdS members who wish
wooden plane on exhibit at the Kingm
to
trade,
an Tavern
sell, or donate (our idea - Ed.) should
Aiseum„Cummington, Mass.
It is supposed that. write
Ken whose address appears elsewhere
it was part of the working machinery
of the
in
these
pages. A check list of planes
Jacob Lovell wooden plane manufactur
ing shop
neede
d
will
be supplied with your copy of
in Cummington circa 1875-1892, At
first glance the 1853 H. Chapi
n Price List (See article,
it appears to be a gigantic coope
r's long join- An Unexpected
Bount
y)
ter. However, it is actually a
pitman. actuated
power planer. The stock
We know of no similar project ever to
measures /4;-. by 6 in.
and is nine feet in lengt
have
been
attempted in our field and believe
h. It is, of course,
of hard ,n)nl. The Pitma
that
it
is
especially worthy of support. Ken
n, also of hard wood,
is made ro- a 2 K.1 piece,
is
a
recog
nized authority on planes whose
nine feet in length.
Th , sole is surfac4rwith a
writings have been of great usefulness to all
steel plate. The
plate in 471:- inr.hes in width
collectors. The regional study, "Planemakers
made in one quarter inch stock. This plate
and
Other Edge Tool Enterprises in New York
starts neven inches
State in the Nineteenth Century" by Kenneth
from the toe of the plane and runs
back past
D.and Jane W. Roberts is, and will continue
the mouth of the plane sixteen and one
half
to be,a sunerb example of how such studies
inches. It is 48" in total length.. The
steel
shoul
d be presented. No one is better quailplate is followed by a :1" wood
plate which
field to conduct a project like the Chapin one
runs to the heel of the plane.
The
and Ken's own generosity deserves to be mat4i" in width and is of quarter inch iron is
stock
ched
by that of the rhykenological fraternity.
tapered, Except for its size
it is the same
as would be found in a conve
ntional jack plane. A TRADITION CONTI
NUED
.The iron apPears to have had
a lot of use.
The
Henle
y
Optic
al Co. of 4 Hart Street,
-any questios arise about this
plane. 4as
Henley on Thames, Oxon, England, annotinced
it a commor.-lace piece of machir
ry in
last August that it would offer a series of
19th :entur.,, -,7-od working shonr
or was
on
precision metal planes in the tradition of
of Lovell's own innovation
s? How extensively
Stewart Spiers of Ayr and George Norris of
was it used? How did it
operate? How was it
London. Five planes will be produced; a
mitre

MACHINE TOOL Cont.

HENLEY OPTICAL cont.

*powered? What operation did the planer perform for Lovell? Lovell had water power and
a, turbine but what arrangements of gearing and
shafting were used io not known.
it seems hard to believe that the planer
was forced over pieces of hard wood material.
It has been documented that in the Tyringham rake factory, a similar wood planer operated in an upside down position and the workman applied his material to the oscilating
plane. However, there are no tattletail
marks on the Lovell plane to reveal if it
operated in such an upside down position.
Comments on the existence and operation
of similar 19th Century woodworking machinery
will be appreciated. Please write to:
Bill btreeter
lain Street
Oummington, Mass. 01026
AN UNEXPECTED BOUNTY
Member Ken Roberts has recently reprinted
the 1853 H. Chapin Price List. He has generously offered to present copies to each member
of the Mid-West Tool Collectors, ATTIC, ACTIVE
T'n'T and, most important, B-ARS.

plane, a heavy smoothing plane, a thumb plane,
a side rebate plane and a shoulder rebate plane.
The planes are offered with both gun metal and
iron chassis. Price of the mitre plane is
129 pounds for the gunmetal version or 119
pounds for the iron. This price was to be firm
to December 31at. Prices of the other models
are not known. Only 150 of the mitre planes,
numbered and individually tested,are to be
available. Purchase details can be learned
from Roger Dyer at the company's address or,
by phone, at Henley on Thames 4179.
The British-American Rhykenological Society
President
Robert D. Graham, Jr.
1390 Tuggle Way, Sacramento, Ca. 95831
Vice President (G.B.)...Willian L. Goodman
Vice President (Can)....David G. Perch
Vice Prtsident (DSA)....Richard A.
rtin
Secretary Treasurer
Elliot XL Sayard
60 Harvest Lane, Levittown, N.Y. 11756
Editor
Stanley Wooding Nicholson
c/o the Secretary-Treasurer
Send applications for
Membership to:

B-ARS members who belong to one of the
E.M.Sayward
first named societies will receive their copies
Secretary-Treasurer
through the regular mailings of that society.
British-American
(multiple memberships will not result in multiRhykenologioal Society
ple book presentations - ED ) B-AdS members
60 Harvest Lane
who do not also belong to one of the other
Levittown, NY, 11756
-societies should send the secretary a letter
with your name and address and 250 and he will
Annual Dues....$5.0O
mail you a cony. Appended to the Price List
is Ken's Want List for the Chapin Collection
BUCKET '1.KER'S PLANE
described elsewhere in this issue. As most
Dick Martin
of you know Ken has published a wide range
of tool books, everyone of which deserves a
In the hand manufacture of a bucket dry boards
place in the collector's library. if you
one or one and one quarter inch thick were
are not familiar with these publications it
selected for making the staves. The boards
will be advantaReous to write Ken for a
were usually six or eight feet long in order
list. His address is:
to allow the preparation of several staves at
Ken Roberts Publishing Co.
one time.
P.O. Box 151
A plane with a convex sole was used to plane
down one surface of the board to form the inFitzwilliam, New Hampshire. 03447
ner concave surface of the stave. This plane,
similar to the gutter plane, is sometimes
called a "stave plane" - adapted from an
article by Dick martin in the ACTIVE Scrapbook,
July ' 974. .
Compare the drawing of a round
bottom 14i" jack-type plane from
the collection of Bob Graham
shown on page /
2.

HENRY WETHEREL
Donald B. 6: Anne C. Wing
One of the many rather shadowy 18th-century
American plane makers has been Henry
Wetherel. Planes are known atamped "H. Wetherel
," -- "in Norton," and "Chatham;"
and "H. Wetherell" (note the extra "1" on
the name) -- "Chatham" and "Middletown."
Norton is in southeastern Massachusetts, while
Chatham (now East Hampton) and Middletown were once part of the same township in
Connecticut.
Those planes marked Vorton which are extremely rare, appear in style
to be the earliest.
The one "1" stamp with the location Chatham is apparently even more
rare, as the
authors have seen only one. This has the identical name stamp
as the Norton planes and
is also very early-looking, being made of birch, with wide Chamfers
and a length of 9-13/16".
Wetherel has been dated tentatively by John S. Kebabian as being
married in Norton in
1760 and li'ring in Chatham in 1790.2
Recently have come to light the will and the inventory of the estate
of Henry Wetherel.
In his will, dated December 20, 1793, in Chatham, wetherel mentions
his wife "Pheba,"3
and in checking the iorton Vital Records we find that the Henry married
there in 1760, indeed
married a "Phebe Austen of Dighton."4 This link proves conclusively
that the Norton and
Chatham Wetherels are one and the same. Henry mentions two children
in his will, his son
"Henery" and "Dafter Abigial (sic) :',Iorgan."
The major item of interest to students of rhykenology is the fact
that Wetherel left
to his son Henery "my blacksmith shoop(sic) and all my stock and
tools relative to my
trades in the different branches of it," One could wish he had been more specific
about his
trades, but his being a blacksmith raises some significant questions. Were
some plane makers
also blacksmiths? Did they make their own plane irons? Perhaps the
blades on the majority
of 18th-century planes were unsigned for this reason.
The inventory of the estate of Henry Wetherel is dated Februray
24, 1797,5 indicating
that he died shortly before that date. The inventory is quite detailed
, listing both personal effects and those in the shop.
The latter include such obviously blacksmithing items
as"591b. scrap iron 7/6," "17 lb. old iron 4/3." "1 set bellows irons 9/10."
an&blacksmith
tools 33/6", with no specific mention of an anvil.
The wood-working tools could be those of any joiner, as there are no tools
used exclusively in plane making listed. Just what "29 joiners tool 57/" included
is, of course,
unknown. The "3 files 2/4" and "6 old files 2/8" could perhaps include a float
or two, but
not necessarily. Similarly, there is no mention of any mother planes, or
even or any great
quantity of any type of plane or plane irons. Interesting also are the
types of wood that
are listed: oak, pine, maple, and "whitened boards," for a total
of 16/2. There is no mention of beech or birch, the usual woods used in making planes.
Such are the facts known to date on Henry Wetherel. They lead to a great deal of
interesting speculation.
The similarity between a panel plane made by fietherel in Norton and a crown moulding
plane by Ey Clark of Middleboro, Pass. (no certain dates on him) is too great to
be a coincidence.b One must have apprenticed under the other, or
perhaps both learned the trade
from a third party. An E. Clark advertised planes in Hartford in 1796.7 If
we accept a
single identity for E. Clark, we may wonder why both he and Wetherel moved to Connecti
cut
in the lattei half of the 18th century. Did they move independently of each other or in
concert? Did the American Revolution have any influence on the move? Were the forests growing thin in southeastern Massachusetts? Was some incentive offered to lure manufacturers to
Connecticut?
To speculate further on Henry wetherel: since his inventory makes no specific mention
of plane making tools or of large quantities of planes, and with the scarcity of Chatham
planes with the one"1" stamp, perhaps by the time of his death he had phased out that trade.
Those planes stamped Chatham and ;!.iddletown, with the extra "1" on the name, could logicallY be the stamps of Henry, Jr., to whom wa-, left the entire shop and stock of tools.
The h9.1f-riozen or so planes bearing these stamps seen by the authors are all apparently
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of British manufacture. The wood in then is English beech, not American; the steel fence
on a fixed n1o,7 has some decoration not typically American; and the overall appearance
of the planes, including wedges and chamfering, is refined and British-looking. !lany of
these planes also bear a stylized crown or fleur-de-lis stamp which may very well be some
sort of export stamp.8
It seems likely to suppose, then, that Henry Wetherel, married in Norton in
1760,
made planes
nossibly in conjunction with E. Clark of Middleboro. Sometime before
1790 he moved to Thatham-iddletown and made planes there for a
time. Apparently by the
time of his (!estli in 1797 he was no longer making planes, at least
in any quantity. His
son seems to have sold or imported British planes rather than
manufacturing them himself.
The importing of planes by Henry Wetherel, Jr., however, is questioned by Bob
Carlson.
He has done some research into the land records of East Hampton and
has the following reasons
for disputing the theory: "Chatham was not a seaport, was not a commercial
center, was not
a'trading' town. Its only connection with international commerce was the
Cobalt section
-- which did have considerable ship-building -- which is some
twenty miles up the
Connecticut diver from Long Island Sound, and which is still difficult to sail
unless you
have a good southwest breeze and a favorable tide. In short, not a favorable
base of operations. Further, Henry's land seems to be quite far inland from the river.
So, if he did
import, he must have done so quite inefficiently."9
In spite of these cogent arguments against Wetherel's importing planes, we think he
must
have done so because of the appearance of the planes themselves. The authors
would appreciate descriptions of other H. Netherel (and -ell) planes and will welcome any comments
on
the above information and theories.

NOTES
1. Wing, Donald B. & Anne C., "New England Planes of the Eighteenth Century," in
Ken Roberts,
Wooden Planes in 19th-Century America. Fitzwilliam, N.H.: Ken Roberts Publishing
Co., 1975. P. 10.
2. Kebabian, John S., "More Eighteenth Century American Plane aakers," The Chronicle of
the
Early American Industries Association, Vol. XXIV, No. 2, June, 1971, p. 25 - 26.
3. Will of Henry Wetherel, Connecticut state Library, Hartford, Conn., Probate Records, #339.

4. Vital Records of Norton, Mass., to the Year 1850. Boston: New England Historical
Genealogical Society, 1906, p. 331
5. Inventory of the Estate of Henry wetherel, Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Conn.,
Probate Records, #340.

6. Wing, op. cit., p. 10, 11.
7. Sayward, Elliot, "Planemaking in the Valley of the Connecticut River and the Hills of
Western lassachusetts," The Chronicle of The Early American Industries Associatio
n, .
Vol. XXVIII, No. 2, July, 1975, p. 23.

8. Wing, op. cit.

9. Carlson, Robert. Private correspondence.
GLEANINGS FROM THE CHRONICLE OF THE EAIA
In the Chronicle of March 1936, Newton C. Brainard offered a short article on moulding
tools. In it he mentions that a friend had found imported moulding tools of English manufacture in a 4uebec hardware store. He continues, "They were carried not only in finished
form but also in plain blocks so the purchaser could make his own shapes."
If his friend waa not confusing rabbet planes with unfinished moulders, this note may
provide a clue to a significant practice in the marketing of the planemaker's product. Has
anyone ever noted other instances of the practice?
Writing in Jan 1938 Earle T. Goodnow describes a tool broadside issued by Joseph Buck
of London. Without explaining how,Goodnow says he has established the broadside's issue
date as close to 1840. Listed are many of the usual plane types and also included is
a Jarvist
the coopers' and wheelwright's tool about which P.D. inquired in our last issue. P.D. questioned whether Jarvis the planemaker had given his name to this tool. W.L. Goodman dates
Jarvis of Birmingham between 1854 and 1872. Jarvis of Preston is not dated. Assuming that
Goodnow accurately dated the broadside and that no earlier date is found for Jarvis of Birm4.

ingham, the Buck entry would seem to eliminate him as the source of the tool name.
In July 1972 Lawrence B. Romaine reports entries from what was titled "The First American Advertising Directory", 1831 and 1832. In 1831 he found listed planemakers, E & B Spencer
New Haven, Ct.. Although a number of planes marked Spencer have turned up, their labels include no place names. Perhaps a clue to the origin of these planes has been waiting to be
recognized for a quarter of a century.
W. Parker Crutchfield of Colonial Williamsburg writes in the Chronicle of April 1953
about the tool chest of an English cabinetmaker, R.F. Mathews, thought to have been active
between 1765 and 1793. In Mathews' chest are two invoices from planemakers. One, which is
undated, is headed John Lund, Plane Maker, Wholesale and Retail, London Road, Southwark,
England. The inclusion of England in the address implies he was an exporter. Notable is an
entry for "1 Best Plough and 10 Irons". We are familiar with sets of 6 and 8 irons but no
catalog I have examined offers 10?
•
The second invoice woparently was placed in the chest after Mathews' death. It is from
John '7oseley and Son, Plane, Tool Chest and Mechanical 4anufacturers, No. 16 New Street,
Convent Garden, London, February 19, 1819. W.L.Goodman notes this address for John Moseley
from 1778 to 1819 but Moseley and Son does not appear in his list until 1820. The invoice
appears to push the firm back at least one year.
In July 1953, Henry Kauffmann contributed a seminal artidte on American Planemakers.
In a list of 15 names which he gives are three who do not appear in any modern lists
which I
have examined. While one of them may be an owner, the other two are almost certainly.
professionals. The names are:
I. Carpenter
(Pat. 1868)
G. Mayer / Lancaster
6.E. Bauer
In the same issue Lawrence B. Romaine discussed the list which yankee carpenter, Amasa
W. Thompson compiled of his tools in 1827-32. Thompson owned three sets
of bench planes. In
the group were only two pairs of hollows and rounds, no toothing plane, and
no dado plane.
Most other planes were represented although Thompson obviously found it
unnecessary to keep
futl range of sizes or varieties of moulding tools
while it has nothing directly to do with Rhykenology, it is interesting to note that
in
this period, Thompson, quite surely a very small operator, already owned a "machine for
whetting saws", a "Tennoning machine" ane a " -brticing 'i:a.chine". The hand tool had already
begun its trip through the valley of shadows.

Bill Eviston also provides an interesting list of unrecorded makers. •
Barkley & Hughes/Baltimore (embossed)
Dublin (incised)
Wm.Enders/Oakleaf/ St. Louis
P.S.Francisco/Ohio City (incised-compare
John Francisco/China/N.Y.)
Jo. Gramling (embossed -early appearance)
B.H.Hurd (embossed)
J.-4acy (embossed-early)
A.Morton & Co. (embossed)
B.W.Oakley & Son/A.Wayne/Ind.
(embossed -hardware dealer?)
Phoenix Company/Hitchcockville/Warranted(embossed-Hitchcockville address
not previously listed)
Reliable (incised-Auburn iron-perhaps
an Auburn Tool Co. product)
J. Waltz (one example embossed, one
incised - believed to be Jacob
Waltz working c 1 10-1820)
G.Worthington & Co/Cleveland/31
(embossed)
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Roger Smith reports several planes from
the first Bulletin list and several previously unnoted labels. All are embossed.
Ez.Baxter
1st. Bulletin List
E. Briggs in Keen_
A. Brown
1st. list
N. Call
M. Carr
Joseph Clark (An English J. Clark is
listed. W.L.G. 1st list)
E. Clifford
1st list(also noted
by Hank Sawin)
Cohendrick
1st. list
J. Crehore
1st. list
B. Dean
I. Gregg (an English Gregg is listed
W.L.G. 2nd. list)
I. King;
(apparently not
Josiah King)
A. Miller
A. MUrdock
N. Potter
1st. list
R. Thayer

So-,e plane details for use in describing
specimens of 18th and early 19th C. planes.

N
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BRIGGS IN KEEE
Elliot Sayward
The first Directory for Keene, A.H. was
published in 1827 as 7. f- -t,„.re in P local
newspaper. This listed, among a very small
group of merchants and tradesmen, the partnership of E. & J.N. Briggs, which operated
a "Chair Manufactory". E. Briggs, Jr.,
appears in the same list as proprietor of
a "Grave Stone vanufactory."
In 1830 a similar list or directory was
issued. This one tlls
that E. Briggs,
Jr., was named Eliphalet. The absence
of any other E. Briggs suggest.7 that the chair
maker wa
;3rip.gs, r., and that he was also named
Eliphalet. . In tnc 1830 lint E.
J.W. are called Cabinet and Ohairmakers.
One of the Eliphalet Briggs' was ale-) a selectman, Town Clerk and a Trustee of the Keene
Fire Society.
In the directory of 1831 we learn that
the cabinet/chairmaker was indeel name:I
Eliphalet end that J.W. stands for John
W. Their establishment was on .4ashi
ngton(St?)
and they employe] at least two hands,
Warren S. Briggs, a chairmaker and Joseph
(sic), a cabinet maker. Eliphalet Briggs,
whether he be junior or senior t ,ii 1351,
still n selectman. Town Clerk, Trustee
of the Keene Fire Society and is also
listed as
chair ma;1 of the Keene 71.isical Assoc
iation.
A planemaker's label, "Briggs in Keene" has
been recorded. The phrase "in !4.eene"
seems to echo a convention otherwise appea
ring only in eastern A.E. near the ',Ass/ ihode
Island border. Planes bearing a maker's
name, the word "in" and a locality seem
to be
an 18th or early 19th Century phenomenon
. It appears possible that the Keene
Bria'g
s,
whoever he may have been, might have
learned his trade in the !.lass./R.I. area and
might
have picked up the label formula there.
Further, it is likely that an apprentce who
learned to make planes at the end of the 18th
or the beginning of the 19th Century was
trained as a. joiner or cabinet maker,
planemaking being often only a speciality or
sideline of men who practiced other woodw
orking skills. For this reason it would
be
interesting to learn where Eliphalet Sr., and John
W. Briggs learned their trades. Either
might have been "Briggs in Keene" although
it would be stretching likelihood to put
their dates of apprenticeship very far
back in the 18th Century. If, in 1827, eithe
r
was in the neighborhood of 50 (since Eliph
alet had a grown son this seems quite possi
ble;
then he could have begun an apprenticeship
in the 1790's and been vat of his time aJout
1800. Nere neither Eliphalet nor John W.
the Briggs in Keene, then it is possible that
one of their fathers or grandfathers was.
Perhaps Eliphalet and John were brothers;
it is not unlikely that they could have
learned their trade from a father who could
himself have been trained in Pre-Revolu
tionary Mass./R.I. and have made planes as part
of
his woodworking.
It may be worthy of note that in 1868 a
man named William A. Briggs appeared in
a
planemaking partnership with Wadsworth H.
Pond in New Haven, Ct. There is, however,
nothing more than his surname presently known
to suggest a possible relationship with
the
Keene Briggs. Also compare N. Bisiggs liste
d under "Names Alone" by Ken Roberts.
A recent label, E BRIGGS IN KEEN, noted
by Roger Smith,gives reasonable support
to the idea that Eliphalet Briggs was a
planemaker. Perhaps B-ARS members have other
pieces of this jigsaw puzzle and can help
fill in the picture.

Compare Buct-:-c-t P:aker's Plane - Dick •'artin

Page
7.
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PROGRESS REPORT -DUTCH PLANE STUDY

CD

•

FM (with fleur-de-lis) -1747-1783tongue
10 1/8"
and groove 10 1/8"
IR (with fluer-de-lis) -1790round
10 7/8"
smoother
(1790)
A)H (man with staff) -1739-1784ogee
11 3/ 16"
round
AH (with crown)
rabbet
11 1/16"
SVE (with crown) S. VAN EMBDEN
cove
10"
ogee + bead 10 1/2"
J.N (with crown) JAN NOOITGEDAGT,
c.1650
rabbet
13 3/16"
to present
groove
10 3/8"
ovolo
9 15/16"
plow
rabbet
12 1/2"
round
10"
rabbet
13 1/10"
hollow
10 6/10"

IN

GVD (with crown) -1756smoother
(1756)
P.D (figure of Gabriel)
round
9 13/16"
round
9 1/4"
round
9 1/4"
P.O (with crown)
V-groove
9 7/8"
rabbet
10 3/ 16"
ogee
11 3/8"
qk. ogee
10 1/2"
ovolo
10 7/8"
round
11 3/8"
tongue
10 1/2"
and groove 10 1/4"
SPEYERS
ovolo
10 5/8"
J.H.ANDRIES
tongue
10 5/ 16"
ovolo + bead 12 7/16"
ogee
11 7/8"
groove
13 1/8"

MEMBERS RESPONDING:
Fred Bair
Kendall Bassett
Alan Bates
Allan Boardman
Ed Delaney
Ken Elkington
Tom Fuller
Bob Graham
Richard Hay
Ed Krantz
Floyd Locher
David Perch
Bob Sutter
NOTE--date ranges given are
from various dated planes
and are in all cases open
ended.
-RD,c3,

WINDOW 'MING WITH SASH AND COPING PLANES
Bob Graham

Another suggested
use of the coping
plane remains perhaps an unresolved question-coping the sash bars, or muntins, at the point
The American sash plane is perhaps
where they intersect the rails and stiles.
actually an early American innovation.
This can,be done; it is possible using the
This plane, which is referred to in British
same production setup as described for coping
parlance as a "sash plane to stick and rerails. In fact, it works very well, but it
bate" is quite rarely encountered in Britiar,
is necessary that the coping be done before
where the moulding and rabbeting were carrthe moulding in order to prevent splintering.
ied out in separate operations. It is not
It can be done, but was it done? At least one
only the common form found in America, but
early
coping plane made by W. zbYtIOND (Op cit.,
examples are found marked with the imprints
same
illustrati
on) will only work against a
of known eighteenth century American planewide tern, as on a rail; there is little tenmakers.
on on a muntin to work against. It may be that
The coping plane, which is often assmuntins were customarily fitted by mitering and
ociate-1. with the sash plane, was made at
scribing rather than by coping as in machineleast as early as the early part of the
made sash.
19th century and was also apparently more
I believe the suggestion that sash temcommonly used in America than in Britain.
plates are an appliance to be used in combinThe use of coping planes has been hinted at
.ation with the coping plane is doubtful. It
but never fully described ir tool literahas been said that these templates would preture; 19th dentury catalogs are of little
vent splintering of the munti,-,,
t this prohelp, contemporary how-to-do-it books shed
cedure would not only be very awkward, an unno light on the subject.
plated template would soon be worn and splintered itself while a plated template would
I consider myself very fortunate in
having acquired a matching pair of sash
certainly raise havoc with the plane iron. It
planes made by A.CTENGS of Boston. Further :z,7,oTs Tore likely that cash temni ten were intended for use solely with chis,--lr - ni scribmore, the mint condibion of these planes
have made it possible not only to establish ing gouges.
beyond doubt the correct relationship of
It would certanly be worthwhile to study
the two profiles (Fig. 1) but to use the
datable windown to ' termine the methods' ,;sed
planes in several experimental building
to assemble them.. This might heln 1 7ri to
projects.
better understand these pianos.
The first experiment was the making
of a coped joint between the stile and rail
NOTES AND QUERIES
of a sash. This joint (idir.. 2) was quite
easily made using the coping plane in the
Charles Randall tells us that he has a Dutch
manner illustrated: Some nineteenth century
style plane similar to the one sketched in
plane manufacturers offered coping planes in
the first issue of the Bulletin. Its dimentwo forms--single and double (see illustrasions are 10-i" X 1*" and it cuts a 7/8" ogee/
tion in PLANETALK, Vol I, No. 3, p. 4) The
bevel. Both stock and iron are marked. The
double coping plane used in this instance
fore end bears an embossed J. JANSSEN in a
has the advantage of a better handhold, as
straight sided rectangle. The iron is marked
the main stock is working against the tenon
Albert Bertram. A J. Janssen/Janssin is inof the rail.
cluded in the "Names Alone" category in the
It must be pointed out that the coping Roberts list.
Charles also informs us of another unplane is NOT essential to window making: therp
are other ,lethods (certainly pre-dating coping recorded maker. Shile first reports of new
names arising from single observations must
planes) which combine mitering and scribing
be considered doubtful until confirmed by
(coping) with a gouge. The advantage of the
other reports or documentary evidence, Charles
coping plane may be that it makes possible a
notes fairly strong indications that the new
production-line process whereby a large numname J.G. YORK in a serrated rectangle repreber of rail may 7,e coped at a single setup.
sents a maker. Two separate specimens were
The writer found it to be very convenient to
found a year apart in widely separated locaclamp a number of rails to the bench, cut the
tions. The planes are rounds, 3/4" and 1
.;"
tenons all at one time with a raising plane,
and are otherwise unmarked.
and then cope all the rails at once. Using
this method very uniform rails for any number Bob i:ickelson
notes that in a group of planes
of windows of equal size may be made in short
that have been in his family for many years
order. It almost makes one wonder if the cop- most of the makers
are from N.Y.C. A sizeing plane was the precursor to or the emulator able number of planes in this group
were made
of machine methods of sash construction.
Albert
by
G.
Moore,
1856-61.
the
group
In
9.
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This drawing is from an article by Owen W.
Aideout which appeared in
the ACTIVE Scrapbook, Jan. 1975. The plane, which is 6" long has
a cutting edge 1 5/16" wide. The sole behind the edge is of
springy, sheet steel and can be adjusted to an arc. The plane's
stock is of malleable iron and does not curve. ACTIVE members
were asked the purpose of the plane but it remains unidentified.
Reproduction is without permission and with apologies to La% Rideout and the ACTIVE Scrapbook.

is an English plane bearing the mark 100RE/
LIVERPOOL. This mark, we are told by W.L.
Goodman, belonged to Theophilus bore, in .
business between 1A24 and 1870.. Bob wonders
if the presence of the American Moore and the
English one in the same group of tools is
merely a coincidence or whether the two men
were relatives with a business connection.
Paul Kebabian reports that Fred Bair was the
subject of a write up in a Tampa newspaper
July 19th. which included perhaps the first
newspaper mention of our "Rhykenological
Society".
Ed Delaney reports an incised label SPENCE
R/
NEN YORK. The name is stamped in an arc
above
a straight-line N.Y. Dan Semel and others
who
recently cataloged the Duncan Phyfe tool chest
found the name Spencer embossed in a sawtoo
th
rectangle represented among Phyfe's tools.
Compare E&B Spencer/New Haven/CT mentioned
in the article "Gleanings from the Chronicle"
elsewhere in this issue.

J. Whinston recently parted with a plane
marked
J. MIPS in a serrated rectangle. It is a
9" round, 1i" wide with unusual chamfering.and
step moulding. Ate there other specimens of
this name?
Alan Bates reports A. ETZLER embossed in a saw
tooth border which is enkarged at the left
end to accommodate an AE somewhat taller than
the rest of the letters.
He also calls our attention to the
Gladwin
Patent plane and tool holder (drawing
on
another page).
Several readers have poirted out that there is
a typo in our list of unrecorded makers in the
name SHOBAR. This is properly spelled SHOVAR.
He was almost certainly a maker for his name
has been reported a number of times. There
is some evidence based on the area in which
Shovar planes have been collected that he may
have been a Pennsylvanian.

The New England Business Directory of 14173
expands our knowledge o.7 the working dates of
Ken Bassett reports that a great deal of inforsome of the IAssachusetts and Rhode Island
mation on H.G. STILLEY has been gathered
and
men. Listed Are:
will be detailed in his projected article.
C.C.Harlow-Bridgewater, lass.
Evidence, if any, of Stilley's possible activHenry L. Aarramore-Cummington, "!ass.
ities in the East is still to be found.
James H. Lamb -10 William St./New BedBoth G. Gardner and Bob Graham have sugges
ford, Mass. (date known but first
ted
that P.D.'s query as to whether the names of
name not previously given)
plane makers who might have developed the
John :..Taber -New Bedford, 'lass.
Smith & Stewart -488 Main Springfield,
tools may be somewhat illuminated by comparing the fact that the badger plane is slue
Mass.
d
Jonathan W. Pearce -Howard Place,
to have been the development of CHARLES
ER
who was active in London 1852-1863.
Pawtucket, R.I.
R.A.
Boardman (Bodman) & Hussey - Pawtucket,
Salaman includes a note to this effect in his
Dictionary.
R.I.
'John G. Martin III describes a puzzler:
G. Gardner offers the opinion that the Wright
"The'
tool is a Staley #66 Universal Hand Beader
& Son plow, discussed in our last issue by
.
It is an early one - the japan finish and
Carl Bopp, may be a Conventional plow
Feb.
repaired 9,
86 patent date place it prior to 1909.
or re-worked by a Continental artisan.
The yoke and thumbscrew holding the cutter
s are
Roger Smith notes the name RENTROP on a 5/8"
brass. I bought it with two beading cutters,
birch ovolo of early appearance. Has anyone
and it is in perfect condition.
else observed this unusual name which is
The unusual thing about this beader is that,
pORTNER spelt backward? (A search of several
, instead of the usual oval and straight guages,
American phone books reveals examples of the
it is equipped instead with chamfer gauges
name Portner but no Rentrops. One can imagin
e' similar to those on the 465 spokeshave. From the
an inexperienced die sinker cutting his
marks on the japanning which is in almost perstamp
from the wrong end.
fect shape, no other gauges were ever
attached.
None of the references I could find made
Laurent Torno communicates info on several
any
mention of chamfer gallges, all spoke of
dated Dutch planes in his collection. A
the,
blok
straight and oval gauges. Was the beader at
schaaf with,a boxed IGB bears the date
1734.
one time sold this way, or were the anomalous
On a blok schaaf dated 1761 is a boxed
PVD.
parts taken from another tool? Can any member
Another dated 1775 bears two cartouches,
a
help?"
crowned GM and an FM. A 1788 rounding plane
is marked with a boxed IR like that reported
A contributor to the list of previously
unmenby Bob Graham in issue 41. A plow dated
tioned planemakers published in our last
1824
issue
has the cartouche KR.
,was Charles Jacob. We apologize
for omitting
his name.
12.
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Companion Tool Chest.
This combination is perfect and practical. Its adjustment is easy, and it is
a convenience for the Family, Store, and
Workshop.
These tools are all made from the best
cast steel. It will hold a tool as small
as a pin head.

They are packed in a

handsome box.
Price, Japanned, $1.00, post paid.
Nickel Plated, $1.50
ft

ft

From I.B. Farrington's 1879 Price List

Jack and Bette Clauser in their Old Tool Shed
desired because it becomes even more
list # 76-3 describe a mitre plane Tarked
meaningful when an example of a maker's
work is reCMAMMELL/ALBANY about 1875. Is thin a misprint
cognized. This not only helps
us to date an
for M(athew) Crannell Jr., or has a new
Crannell output and to relate a maker
to a planemaking
surfaced?
"school" but provides the start off
place for.
A. Clipson reports T.C. CAWRAVENNA, H & W.
further research.
T. CAREY/XENIA, H. LANG, QUEEN CITY TOOL CO ,
A Jarvis'even HarelckYOuntain
ON & LABY (Cinc.) H A LANGHORST (Professby J.A. Keillor,
has
indeed had an illustrious list
ional appearing label on a Sandusky Tool Co
of owners
for prior to its ownership by the
plane) and L. DONALDSON.
much beloved
Archie it was part of the Pinto
collection.
Ed Delaney sends us a list of possible unreIt adds still another small examp
le of the concorded makers which is so long that it will
fusing practice, which has been
noted among
have to appear in our next full length list.
planemakers, of using different
street numbers
Not counting Delaney items elsewhere in these
in their labels, directory addre
sses and other
pages, Ed's recent contributions include 33
address listings. The Jarvis is marked
JOHN
new names.
MOSELEY & SON/ 5
.§.. BROAD ST/BLOO:ISBURY/LONDON.
W.L.G. has already recorded both
Ken Roberts notes CHARLES DUFF in a large
4 and 54-55
for
this firm. Do these variant
embossed stamping.
numbers stem
from reformation of numbering
systems or did
Bob Graham reports an M NUTTING label. This
some establishments embrace a serie
s of house
may be one of Truman Nutting's many sons but
numbers which perhaps might repre
sent
an office
no present confirmation is available. He
a warehouse and a manuf
actor
y?
also notes I WISER, embossed and D. ROGERS/NY.
In his latest catalog Vernon 'lard describes
Bill Curtis gives us a label which may be
an iron plane with a low angled blade
. The iron
either E or F SMITH. .
wedge bears the legend "JxYxSx Pat/N
ov 17, 68"
Can anyone nrovide information on
Johannes Heuvel who wrote The Cabinetmaker in
the history
of
the plane the JYS.
Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg, one of the
Williamsburg Craft Series, speaks of George
-Vince King asks about a metal block plane
Washington's order of goods to be sent from
labelled CAPEWELL. Similar in appearance to
the
London for furnishing Mount Vernon in 1759.
.early #60 Stanley and to the #61,,#65,
#220
in the long list of tools were "10pr Hollows
and the 4 square Block Plane, its
name is un& Rounds' , 4 two Square Asticles, 6 Ogees,
familiar to both Vince and your editor.
1 Snipes Bill, 4 Quarter Rounds, 4 Sash
In his latest tool list Roger Smith notes
Plains, 3 Bead Ditto, 6 Ovelos". The snipes
a
plane marked N. CHARRON who may be a maker
bill and the ogee are mentioned by Joseph
.
Mbxon. In a recent Chronicle article, W.L.
TABER is a nrtme solidly connected with wooden
plane making activity. Two preciously unnoted
Goodman cites a 1675 inventory which lists
.hollow and rounds and another of 1708 which
variants have recently turned up. Lazry Cohen
names "asticles" and sash planes. However,
has acquired a sash moulder, 13" A 3", solid
the Washington order contains the earliest
stock, two irons, marked M TABER. Bob Seifert
mention a limited search has yet turned up of
reports a moulder with a relieved wedge marked
quarter round, bead and ovolo as specific
111.TABE4 also sawtooth rectangle. This plane
names of moulding tools. We are anxious to
looks considerably older that the dates so
far noted for John iv% Taber 1846-1854, ',Qmpare
learn the earliest references to all plane
Wing H. Taber, Nicholas Taber, Allen Taber and
names and *ill appreciate citations or sugLeander H. Taber. The last two are thought to
gestions from the membership.
have been employees of John M.
S. Newby has recorded the name JOHN BEST in
an embossed stamping.
Francis C. Billing-ton writese'a small undated
adveitising pamphlet issued by the Standard
Alan Bates informs us of S. GILLIS.
Rule Co., of Unionville, Ct. illustrates ten
planes three of which are, I think, preporly
From the Editor. While tremendously interetdescribed as transition planes for they
ing, the first notice of a new name will fade
have
wood stocks and metal parts for cutter adjustinto insignificance unless other examples are
loted'to make plain that we are indeed rement. The other seven planes are metal. A
patent date Oct. 30, 1883 is given in conneccognizing a previously unnoted maker or dealtion with several of the planes and appears to
er rather than an owner or some errant, one
relate to the adjustment mechanism.
of a kind stamper. Members will be of great
service if they will scan their collections for, The resenblance betwe
en "Standard" and "Stanley"
\ other samples of first time names given here
makes it appear that Standard Rule chose its name
and report them. Historical material is also
to take advantage of the reputation of Stanley
14.

Rule and Level. I have never seen one of the
Standard planes and believe that many readers
would like to know more about them"

The earliest citation in O.E.D. for Dado
'the finishing of wood running along the lower
part of the walls of a room-, is 1787. Did
the plane called 'dado' exist before that
date? If so, what was it called? When was it
developed? The names of early makers. size
marks (dado's may be converted from rabbet),
the earliest appearance of flickers (which may
be added to existing planes) may help define
the emergence of this special plane type.”

Gary Hammond calls our attention to a round
bottomed, smoother-shaped plane marked N.
KEENE in a serrated rectangle. The iron isa
single marked N. Greaves & Son. Keene is
struck twice on the fore end but mny be an
unrecorded maker. Does anyone else have this
label?
Another unusual find by Ga r Hammond is a
jack plane ma/ked W.WARREN NASHUA. C. Warren
has been noted in Nashua, N.H. around 1844
and Warren & Heald are also a matter of record
but W. Warren appears in no list to date.
Bob ?Oickelson tells us about a gutter plane
bearing a name which appears to be W.W.BART04/
PHILA. The last two letters of Barton are
indistinct but the only noted similar name in
Philadelphia lists is Barber Of Barber &
Ross which does not seem to compare.
F,som SVE. I have recently acquired a pair of
unusual planes, the function of which, I hope
some B-ARS member can explain. Both planes
produce an ogee moulding (*ee rubbings and
sketch on another page) but why are there
both a left and a right. The profiles are
mirror images of each other. The pitch of the
irons have been changed for some reason and
fillers have been neatly inserted for the
wedges to bear against.

In the latest Iron Horse catalog Resident
Manager, John Juby provides an interesting
resume of patent and other information on a
round dozen of combination planes offered in
the second half of the 19th Century. For those
who do not receive them it should be noted that
Iron Horse catalogs have a value to tool collectors greatly transcending their listings of
tools for sale. Subscription price is $6.00
annually; three issues are published each
year.
Bill Streeter reports that he has found HENRY
L. NARRAMORE listed as a planemaker in Cummington, Pass. in 1859. Narramore was 23 at the
time.

R.P. Sykes comments on the illustration in our
last issue showing totes which limit access to
iron making for difficult adjustment. He. says,
"the method of adjusting irons given by Holtzapffel differs from Nicholson in that the wedge
is loosened by a blow at the rear, and tightened
Bob Graham note&The word "Dado", in the conby a blow on the wedge, after which more 'iron"
text of a special plane for cross-grain groov- is gained by tapping the front of the plane body
ing, does not appear in the Oxford English
Thus, since the iron is never hit directly, the
Dictionary. a.A. Salaman's Dictionary of Tools tote need only clear the iron with the wedge
states that 'the original use of these planes
removed."
was for cutting the grooves in flooring to
take the tongue at the bottom edge of the skirt- Bob Graham reports a sash plane illustrated in
w.P.I.N.C.A. bears the stamp W.NEWTON embossed
ing of the dado on half-panelling round the
in
a saw tooth rectangle. Newton has not been
lower part of the wall in a room.'
identified.
A planemaker named Thomas Newton
aased on this entry in the Dictionary and perti,was
at
work
London in 1844 but there is
in
nen', entries in the 0.E.D., the derivation of
nothing
more
that
a fairly common surname to
dado, both a plane and a cross-grain groove,
nnect
the
two
men.
Newton and Dewey /Bethel/
might be conjectured as follows: 1.)Dado, the
Vt. may also have sote connect,ion, with V,
Newton
expanse between the base and the cap of a pedestal, leading to the application of the name
In Bulletin #2 Ed Delaney advised us about a
to denote 2.) A similar expanse in a wainscot- Dutch-type plane bearing the name J.H.ANDRIES.
ted wall panelling, leading to the use of the
Larry Cohen now reports seeing a 13" X 4"
word to signify 3.) the whole of a wainscotted moulder of Dutch characteristics with the name
wall panelling by synecdochee, leading to iden• ANDRUS in a serrated border. Larry hopes to
tifying as a dado (housing) plane, 4.) the
acquire the plane and verify the spelling but
plane which creates the cross-grain groove in
it
is indeed Andrus thc.; the coincidence
flooring in which the dado, #3, is housed,
of' American makers also hrr!Ynp -!lie name
Andrus/Andruss is provocative. D.T. Andrus,
leading to the use of dado to denominate the
Newark, N.J.; George W. Andrus(s), Newark,
5.) cross-grain groove in flooring which rereceives the Dado, #3, leading to the use of. 4.J.; Obed Andrus, South Glastonbury, Conn.,
J. Andruss, no plac,
. name; and Andruss, no
the name of .6.) any cross grained groove.
place name have all been noted.
15.
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Mathew Carter believes the Gabriel figure on
Dutch planes of Tom Fuller reported in our
last issue is merely a coincidence insofar as
any relationship of PD to the English Gabriel
is concerned. He says Gabriel is not a particularly strange surname for an Englishman
but points out that nothing is really known
about the antecedents of Christopher Gabriel.
Mathew also reports that J.L. Goodman's revision of British Planemakers his proceeded
apace and will contain much new and important
data.
From Elliot Sayeard:' A catalog of 1865 lists
the American Hardware of the Russell and Erwin
:lanufactoring Comany of New Britain, Conn.
The catalog includes many pages describing
the whole range of bench planes and moulding
tools apperently manufactured by this company.
In many years of collecting I have never seen
a plane with a Russell and Erwin label. Ken
and Jane Roberts do not list the firm nor does
it appear in any other list I have consulted.
Russell and Erwin's catalog speaks of warehouses in New York, Philadelphia, Boston and
San Francisco. When the firm was founded,
how long it continued, whether it actually
made the products it marketed, and whether
Russell & Erwin's label is to be found in the
collections of B-ARS members are all questions
I hope can be answered in these columns.“

a modern "u" than a "v" but these letters seem
to have sometimes been employed interchangably
and if a "v" is intended the name seef;:s unbelievably ant for a 7-.1anemaker.
P.D. refers to our nn-going study of Dutch
moulders and says tn.-- planes, perhaps of American New .7.ngland mem:facture, bearing the names
J. 00THOUDT and 4. OCTHOUDT have been recorded.
This name could easily be Dutch; it is certainly of Teutonic Origin. Does ary one have
any information on the 00THOUDT3. Could they
have come from Holland? Could they have learned planemaking on the other side?
P.D. further asks if anyone has ever noted documentary evidence of the importation of Dutch
planes into this country. There seem to be
more Dutch moulders here than can be accounted
for by the inportations of collectors or antique dealers. Did they come in the kits of
immigrants or were Dutch planes handled here
commercially?
Harvey Hannenburg requests information on the
label OSBORN & ALEXANDER/SAN FRANCISCO/CAL.
Bob Graham found directory listings for tr.ls
firm of hardware importers and dealers between
1873 and 1893. They also sold bicycles and
maintained a repair shop and riding school.

Garland Rainey has located four early rounn
plans, 1/8, 2/8,3/8 and 4/8 bearing the label
Harold Fountain gives a list of unusual stamps. RICH M. FIELD. The planes are 10" long Sand
the rear of the wedge finials is relieved as
I.FOGARTY on a fixed plow, N DAW(ES) on a
found
in many N.E. planes including some of
handled sash moulder (the ES are conjectural)
Chelor's. A search is being made for
Caesar
and a. J.HANNAN plane with the unrecorded
material on Fields perhaps relating him to
address of 'JAIDDLETOWN. Whether this last is
Isaac Fields.
New York or Connecticut is not known.
Dave Perch has been assembling information on
Bill Hilton tells us thatk.SMITH/LOWELL was
Canadian
plane makers which should illuminate
a dry goods and hardware merchant in 1832-36.
this,
undescribed industry. We are
to
date,
In 1835 the firm was Smith and Burbank (Alphsure Dave will be grateful for news of Canaeus Smith and Samuel Burbank).
dian planes in United States collections.
Bob Graham records the embossed label R:TUBB6
G.• Gardner informs us of a Dutch plane that
on a sash plane. The outline is i" high and
bears the embossed stamping
in
11/16" long and the lettering appears old
zig-zag border broken by a unna at each end
fashioned and a little crude and the "S" is
and above and below the double "o". while it
backward.
maybe no more than a coincidence it is in.erestHarold Fountain presents a query for members
ing to note the similarity of names between
in England. He owns a tongue and groove in
this and the entry below.
one stock which is marked GABRIU in the norGarland Rainey reports the label "John Hun".
man serrated rectangle struck perpendicularly
The plane is in he English/American tradiin the lower center of one end. Horizontally
tion and the label is embossed in the conv,,racross the top of the same end is a similar
tional manner.
rectangle with the name J. CLARK.
British
Planemakers lists a J.CLA KE but he was a LivLarry Brundage reports that earlier this year,
erpudlian; Gabriel was a Londoner. 'Ras there
before he became a member of B-ARS, he subany connection between the two firms or is the
mitted to the EAIA Chronicle an article on
Clarke name an owner's and the similarity a
JOsEPH ROBINSON TOLAN7 Feb. 10 1787 to
coincidence?
June 7, 1864. Larr:-.'s article deals with
some
of the unique characteristics of the
The nameINOWNEMORMOor J.
SCHAVER' embossed in
Tolman planes. We hope it will soon see print.
a rectangle has been reported by Barton AcGuire, Ed Delaney and Alan Bates.
The fifth
letter of the surname appears more
16.
like a

sm.

Don and Anne Wing have a plane marked H. Dawes
which also bears the boxed initials H.D. Both
stampings are embossed and the plane. is bf
antique appearance. Compare the N. Dawes
reported by Harold Fountain.
Ken Roberts' collection as an early plane
marked B.SHAW, embossed and one with large
incised letters marked SWETT (Note, this is
not a mis-read for Sweet of Pittsfield, 4ass.)
David Buckner is ;anxiousto secure a Xerox
(or even an original) of the instructions for
the Stanley #444 dovetail plane, His address
is:R.D.1, Russell N.Y. 13684
(The last item comes very near the borderline.
separating the Bulletin's purpose from some
kinds of thing we do not intend to do and we
take this opportunity to make the distinction.
The intention of the Bulletin is to provide
information to our membership. We will not
become a clearing house for requests for parts
or particular plane items. Want lists, offerings for sale or trade, or advertisements of
any sort are, for the present, not to be included in our pages. We will, from time to time,
comment on books which we take to be of general
interest to the membership or on unusual commercial offerings like the planes being manufactured by the Henley Optical Company. For
members engaged in research we will request
specific types of hard to find information.
We will also attempt to supply our members
with a full membership list so that individuals
may circulate their own want lists or offerings
as we believe this will serve a useful purpose
.
The issuance of a membership lit is, however,
not to be expected in the immediate future.
Our funds are low and we believe that monies
presently available will be best expended in
providing as much information as possible).
DAVP PAPSOn asks where information can be obtained concerning metal planes having irons
marked Chaplin's/Improved/Warranted. We know
these are mentioned in the handsome 1905(?)
catalog of T.B. Rayle recently published by
Roger Smith but hope some reader has information about the firm marketing the planes.
Iron Horse Catalog #12 notes a 5/8" bead plane
in beech marked E:PEARSON in 1/8" letters in
a saw tooth border. An F PEARSON appears in
the Roberts list, Whether the two Pearsons represent related makers, a coincidence in names,
or a mis-read caused by an incompletely struck
E is not clear. Members owning Pearson planes
are asked to report on their labels or other
knowledge concerning Pescrson planes.

1

Price, 26 cents, past paid.

This Plane is 334 inches long, one
nch cutter. The lower surface planed
and polished, and balance of the Iron
Stock is Japanned. The Cutter is best
steel and easily adjusted by a Thumb
Screw. It is especially useful for
Bracket Working, and also a very convenient tool to have about the house,
store or office.

Small Wood Plane, for finishing,
20 cents, post paid.
•••
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A hollow soled plane by
J.R. Tolman, South Scituate, Mass. Note that the
plane was equippped with
a double iron. Larry Brundage, who owns this plane,
has done a paper on Tolman
which has been submitted
to EAIA's Chronicle.

We are still looking for information on this Leonard
Bailey plane owned by Allen Weiss. A drawing appeared
in the September issue.

An unusual plan in the collection of R.P. Sykes.

Jacob Lovell. Active as a planemaker in and near Cummington, Mass.
—1852-1881—

The Henley Optical Co.
Best English Mitre Plane.

